Ambassador's Appeal to participation in Berlin Carnival 2017!

As per the decision made today at the meeting organized by the Embassy of Nepal, Berlin, Nepal is all set to actively take part in the Karneval der Kulturen Berlin on June 4, 2017 in cooperation of the Embassy of Nepal, Nepal Tourism Board (NTB), NRN Germany and Nepali Students Society, Germany (NSSG). The Embassy of Nepal requests all Nepali nationals, Students and NRNs to extend their necessary cooperation to make the event a grand success to showcase vivid and colourful Nepali cultural aspects to German people during the Carnival.

I wish to appeal for active involvement of all in the events and put forward suggestion and feedbacks to make the event more meaningful and beneficial to promote Nepal in Germany during the Berlin Carnival where almost 1.5 million people are expected to view the event on the streets of Berlin.

Ramesh Prasad Khanal
Ambassador

Date: 31 March 2017, Berlin